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ABSTRACT
Many tools for automated testing, model checking, and debugging store and restore program states multiple times.
Storing/restoring a program state is commonly done with
serialization/deserialization. Traditionally, the format for
stored states is based on data: serialization generates the
data that encodes the state, and deserialization interprets
this data to restore the state. We propose a new approach,
called CoDeSe, where the format for stored states is based on
code: serialization generates code whose execution restores
the state, and deserialization simply executes the code. We
implemented CoDeSe in Java and performed a number of
experiments on deserialization of states. CoDeSe provides
on average more than 6X speedup over the highly optimized
deserialization from the standard Java library. Our new format also allows simple parallel deserialization that can provide additional speedup on top of the sequential CoDeSe but
only for larger states.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Code generation
General Terms: Performance
Keywords: Deserialization, code generation

1. INTRODUCTION
Many tools for automated testing, model checking, and
debugging explore program behavior by storing and restoring (parts of) program states multiple times [4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 16,
19, 20, 25–28, 31, 39, 41]. These tools exhibit two general patterns of restoring states, even when restoring is not the most
expensive operation: (1) the same state (relatively small) is
restored multiple times in the same program run, or (2) one
state (relatively large) is restored only once during a run,
but there are multiple such runs. In both patterns a state is
stored once but restored potentially many times. The tools
usually store and restore the state using serialization [21]
(also known as marshalling) and deserialization (also known
as unmarshalling), respectively. Serialization translates (a
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part of) the program state to a format that can be later used
to restore the state with deserialization.
As an example in automated testing, consider OCAT [16].
OCAT improves the random generation of unit tests in Randoop [32] by capturing objects from actual executions, potentially mutating these objects, and using them to seed random generation. Randoop outputs unit tests as sequences
of calls to the methods from the code under test, and OCAT
adds calls to special methods that deserialize the captured
objects. Hence, OCAT deserializes objects during both generation and execution of the unit tests. During generation,
OCAT can deserialize an object a large number of times
based on random selection. During execution, OCAT can
deserialize an object many times if it appears in different
tests (or several times in the same test).
As an example in program model checking, consider Java
PathFinder (JPF) [15,39]. JPF is a backtrackable Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that can systematically explore a given
Java program by controlling non-deterministic choices due to
thread scheduling and explicit non-deterministic calls. During exploration, JPF restores a program state several times
to explore different executions that can lead from that state.
(The number of times a state is restored during model checking varies greatly, with an average of 3, but the maximum
ranging from 4 up to 200 [33].) While a program state can
be restored by re-executing the program from the beginning [10, 30] or by undoing state changes for the depth-first
search order [12], JPF for most search orders conceptually
serializes and deserializes the entire JVM states. Each JVM
state includes a stack (local per thread) and a heap.
As an example in debugging, consider efficient checkpointing by Xu et al. [41], which we will refer to as XRTQ. XRTQ
restores the state of a long-running Java program without
using a specialized JVM as in JPF (but XRTQ handles only
single-threaded programs). Because deserializing the stack
is hard without JVM support, XRTQ restores the state by
combining re-execution of a simplified version of the program (to restore the stack) and deserialization of a part of
the state (to restore the heap). Using this combination,
XRTQ restores the state much faster than re-executing the
full program. Note that XRTQ deserializes the state only
once per a JVM run, but it is commonly a large state.
Serialization and deserialization are important not only
in these testing tools but also in general applications to
store and communicate parts of state. Traditionally, the
format for stored states is based on data: serialization generates the data that encodes the state, and deserialization
interprets this data to restore the state. The data encod-

ing can be either binary, which is more compact, or textual,
such as XML [23, 40], which is more readable and portable.
Since serialization and deserialization are frequently used,
the standard libraries for some languages, such as Java, provide highly optimized generic implementations of these operations. Moreover, techniques were proposed for speeding
up these general operations, mostly serialization, by specializing through program generation [3, 24, 29, 38] or by incremental computation [1, 2]. However, the proposed techniques still use the same traditional format for stored states
based on data.
This paper makes the following contributions:
Approach: We propose a new approach, called CoDeSe
(COde-based DEserialization and SErialization), where the
format for stored states is based on code: serialization generates code whose execution restores the state, and deserialization simply executes this code. Our goal for CoDeSe
is to make deserialization as fast as possible. Effectively,
we optimize for the scenarios where a state is restored potentially many times, while the traditional serialization and
deserialization need to balance several requirements: efficient serialization, compact size of stored state, and efficient
deserialization.
Implementation: We implemented CoDeSe as a Java library that provides an API similar to the standard Java serialization/deserialization library. The standard library has
a number of features [21]: it provides default serialization of
all non-static and non-transient fields for objects of classes
marked with the Serializable interface and allows expressing specialized serialization in several ways, such as implementing private writeObject/readObject methods or the Externalizable interface. Our CoDeSe library fully supports
the default serialization/deserialization and commonly used
specialized features from the standard library but does not
support some features such as code evolution (Section 3.8).
Evaluation: We performed a number of experiments to
evaluate deserialization time for states captured during the
execution of real applications, including some states directly
taken from the OCAT experiments [16] and some scenarios
similar to the XRTQ study [41], and for synthetic states
from our running example. The experiments involve states
of various sizes and patterns when a state is restored once or
more times during one run. We compare the deserialization
time using the standard Java library (SJL) and the CoDeSe
library. CoDeSe is, on average, over 6X faster than SJL.
We also experimented with a simple parallel deserialization in CoDeSe. While the traditional deserialization interprets the serialized data sequentially to restore the state,
our CoDeSe format allows multiple threads to execute deserialization code in two phases: creating objects and setting
fields. The parallel CoDeSe can provide additional speedup
on top of the sequential CoDeSe but only for larger states.
The experimental dataset that is used in the evaluation is
publicly available at http://mir.cs.illinois.edu/codese.

2. EXAMPLE
To illustrate CoDeSe, we discuss serialization/deserialization of a state that consists of one red-black tree (RBT) data
structure. We use RBT as our running example because
it involves only two classes and simplifies the presentation.
However, we point out that our experiments, which are described in Section 4, use states taken from real applications
with many more classes.

class RBT implements Serializable {
RBTNode root;
int size;
static boolean RED = true;
static boolean BLACK = false;
static class RBTNode implements Serializable {
int key;
boolean color;
RBTNode left, right, parent;
}
}

(a)
rbt
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(b)
Figure 1: (a) Part of the RBT class; (b) An example
RBT instance.
Figure 1(a) shows the relevant parts of the Java code that
declares a RBT. The RBT class represents a tree. It has two
instance fields: root is a reference to the root node, and
size is the number of nodes in the tree. The RBTNode class
represents a node. It has five instance fields: key stores the
node value, color is RED or BLACK, left and right point to
the children, and parent points to the parent.
Figure 1(b) shows an example instance of a RBT. The
variable rbt points to the tree. Each box represents an object, showing the type and values of instance fields. There
are three objects in the object graph reachable from rbt:
one instance of RBT and two instances of RBTNode. We next
describe serialization/deserialization of this RBT instance
using the standard Java library and our CoDeSe library.

2.1

Background: Standard Java Library

We first show the API interface for serializing and deserializing the rbt object graph using the standard Java library
(SJL). We then show the format for the stored object graph
produced by the standard serialization. We finally discuss
the algorithm used in the standard deserialization.
API: SJL supports serialization/deserialization through
classes provided in the java.io package. It requires that
the classes to be serialized and deserialized, such as RBT
and RBTNode, be marked with the java.io.Serializable interface. (CoDeSe and some non-standard Java libraries, such
as XStream [40] or JSX [23], do not require this interface;
however, we do not compare CoDeSe performance with these
other libraries because they are not tightly integrated with
JVM and are thus often not as efficient as the SJL.) Serialization/deserialization is performed by writing/reading
through the ObjectOutputStream/ObjectInputStream to/from
the underlying stream (which can be, for example, a file on
disk with FileOutputStream/FileInputStream).

ObjectOutputStream oos = new ObjectOutputStream(...);
oos.writeObject(rbt);
...
ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(...);
RBT o = (RBT) ois.readObject();

CodeseOutputStream cos = new CodeseOutputStream(...);
cos.writeObject(rbt);
...
CodeseInputStream cis = new CodeseInputStream(...);
RBT o = (RBT) cis.readObject();

(a)
OBJECT FLAG // (new object) rbt (mapped to handle 0)
RBT // rbt: class name
OBJECT FLAG // (new object) rbt.root (mapped to handle 1)
RBTNode // rbt.root: class name
8 // rbt.root.key = 8
false // rbt.root.color = BLACK
OBJECT FLAG // (new object) rbt.root.left (mapped to handle 2)
0 // rbt.root.left.key = 0
true // rbt.root.left.color = RED
NULL FLAG // rbt.root.left.left = null
NULL FLAG // rbt.root.left.right = null
REFERENCE FLAG // (handle)
1 // rbt.root.left.parent = rbt.root
NULL FLAG // rbt.root.right = null
NULL FLAG // rbt.root.parent = null
2 // rbt.size = 2

(b)
// mapping: unique object handle to instance
Map<int, Object> handleToInstance;
3 Object readObject() {
4
switch (currentByte()) {
5
case OBJECT FLAG:
6
ClassDescriptor desc = readClassDescriptor();
7
Object obj = desc.newInstance(); // create an object
8
int handle = nextHandle();
9
handleToInstance = handleToInstance ∪ {handle → obj};
10
// read fields
11
List<FieldDescriptor> fields = readFieldDescriptors(obj);
12
foreach (field in fields) {
13
if (field.isPrimitive())
14
switch(field.type()) {
15
case int: setIntField(obj, readInt());
16
case // ... other primitive types
17
}
18
else
19
setObjField(obj, readObject());
20
}
21
return obj;
22
case REFERENCE FLAG:
23
int handle = readInt();
24
if (handle 6∈ handleToInstance)
25
... // complex code for deserializing cycles in graphs not shown
26
else return handleToInstance(handle);
27
case NULL FLAG:
28
return null;
29
case // special cases, e.g., Class
30
}
31 }
1
2

(c)
Figure 2: (a) Example user code for serializing and
deserializing in Java; (b) Serialization output for
Java library; (c) Pseudo-code of deserialization from
the readObject method in java.io.ObjectInputStream.

(a)
static Class clz0 = Class.forName(”RBT”);
static Class clz1 = Class.forName(”RBT$RBTNode”);
Object readObject() {
Object[] objs = new Object[3];
createObjects(objs);
setFields(objs);
return objs[0];
}
void createObjects(Object objs[]) {
obj[0] = unsafe.allocateInstance(clz0); // rbt
obj[1] = unsafe.allocateInstance(clz1); // rbt.root
obj[2] = unsafe.allocateInstance(clz1); // rbt.root.left
}
void setFields(Object objs[]) {
unsafe.putInt(obj[0], 8l, 2); // rbt.size
unsafe.putObject(obj[0], 12l, obj[1]); // rbt.root
unsafe.putInt(obj[1], 8l, 8); // rbt.root.key
// unsafe.putBoolean(obj[1], 12l, false); // rbt.root.color
// unsafe.putObject(obj[1], 16l, null); // rbt.root.parent
unsafe.putObject(obj[1], 20l, obj[2]); // rbt.root.left
// unsafe.putObject(obj[1], 24l, null); // rbt.root.right
// unsafe.putInt(obj[2], 8l, 0); // rbt.root.left.key
unsafe.putBoolean(obj[2], 12l, true); // rbt.root.left.color
unsafe.putObject(obj[2], 16l, obj[1]); // rbt.root.left.parent
// unsafe.putObject(obj[2], 20l, null); // rbt.root.left.left
// unsafe.putObject(obj[2], 24l, null); // rbt.root.left.right
}

(b)
Figure 3: (a) Example API for serializing and deserializing in CoDeSe; (b) Serialization output for
CoDeSe library.

reference, an object handle (a unique instance id) is written
to the stream. Serialization needs to support aliasing of references and cycles in object graphs. Figure 2(b) shows the
complete output of serialization for our example instance
but shows abstract values rather than concrete bytes.
Deserialization: Figure 2(c) shows a simplified pseudocode of the readObject method from the SJL. To restore the
object graph, deserialization effectively interprets the data
written by serialization. The key parts of deserialization are:
(1) line 7 that creates objects for the new graph, (2) lines 1220 that restore field values (including a recursive call to readObject for reference fields), and (3) lines 22-26 that provide
appropriate reference values and support the complex case
of cycles in the graphs, where some assignments need to be
postponed until the objects are created.

2.2
Figure 2(a) shows the user code to serialize the object
graph reachable from rbt and deserialize it into another object graph o. For serialization, the code creates an instance
of ObjectOutputStream and invokes on it the method writeObject, passing the reference to the root of the object graph to
be serialized (rbt). For deserialization, the code creates an
ObjectInputStream and invokes readObject on it that returns
the reference to the root of the deserialized object graph.
Serialization Format: The writeObject method traverses the objects reachable from its given argument and
outputs a sequence of bytes that encode values of (nontransient) instance fields of those objects. If a field is a

CoDeSe Library

We first show how the API interface for serializing and
deserializing the rbt object graph with CoDeSe is similar to
SJL. We then show our novel format for the stored object
graph produced by the CoDeSe library. The format is based
on code and substantially differs from the traditional serialization format based on data, which is used by the SJL. Our
format allows deserialization to simply execute the code.
API: Figure 3(a) shows the user code to serialize the object graph reachable from rbt and deserialize it into another
object graph reachable from o. Compared to Figure 2(a),
the only difference is using the two new classes CodeseOutputStream/CodeseInputStream that CoDeSe provides as subclasses of ObjectOutputStream/ObjectInputStream.

Serialization Format: CoDeSe introduces a new format
for the serialized object graph such that deserialization need
not interpret data but can directly execute code. More precisely, the output of CoDeSe serialization is the code whose
execution restores the object graph. The process of serialization in CoDeSe is similar to the one from SJL: the writeObject method traverses the objects reachable from its given
argument but outputs code rather than a sequence of bytes.
CoDeSe serialization properly supports aliasing of references
and cycles in object graphs.
Figure 3(b) shows the complete output of serialization
for our example instance. The generated code uses the
sun.misc.Unsafe class to create instances and set the fields.
Note that SJL and some research projects, e.g. XRTQ [41],
also use Unsafe during serialization/deserialization. The allocateInstance method allocates memory for an instance of
a given type without running any of the constructors. The
various put methods store a given value into the field at a
given offset. For example, the offset for RBT.size was 8 on
the JVM that we used. While the offset for a given field may
differ between JVMs, it is constant for a fixed JVM (and often between JVMs). Our serialization uses the Unsafe class
to obtain the offset and then hard codes this offset in the
generated code.
The readObject method from Figure 3(b) can restore only
the specific RBT object graph; in effect, this method is a
specialized version of the generic readObject method from
Figure 2(c) for Java. The specialized readObject method
contains the key parts of deserialization: (1) it first creates
all the objects for the new graph, (2) it then sets their field
values including references that link the objects, and (3) it
easily supports cycles in the graphs by executing createObjects and setFields in order. The example RBT instance
has a cycle as root.left.parent == root.
Note that some lines in setFields are commented out.
Those lines would set the fields to the default values for
their types, e.g., 0 for integers, false for booleans, and null
for references. CoDeSe format allows omitting those lines
because creating objects in Java already sets all the fields
to their default values. However, the standard serialization
format includes even the default values because it cannot
easily mark which object fields have such values.
While our running example has only three objects, the
experiments in Section 4 consider objects graphs of various
sizes and types, as well as various number of deserializations
of the same graph in one JVM run. For example, for RBTs
with 10 nodes CoDeSe deserialization is 2-4X faster than
the standard Java deserialization, and for RBTs with 1000
nodes CoDeSe is 6-11X faster.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
While the high-level idea of CoDeSe is appealing—enable
faster deserialization by generating code rather than data—
providing an implementation that both offers efficient deserialization and handles states from real applications poses
a number of technical challenges. We next describe our
CoDeSe implementation.

3.1 Creating Objects and Setting Fields
Figure 3(b) shows the code that CoDeSe produces for the
example instance. The code uses the Unsafe class that offers a low-level, efficient API for memory manipulation. An
alternative would be to create objects using new and set val-

ues using the standard field derefencing, e.g., rbt.size = 2.
However, such code may not compile because (1) the classes
RBT and RBTNode may not have public default constructors
(and even if there are constructors, they may have side benefits besides allocating objects), and (2) fields may not be
publicly accessible (even if the code properly downcasted
the objects from the objs array). Another, more expensive
alternative would be to use Java reflection.

3.2

Multiple Methods and Classes

Figure 3(b) shows an output of CoDeSe serialization that
has one method to create objects and one method to set
field values. In general, each phase has to be split—object
creation and field setting—into multiple methods because a
method in Java is limited to 65536 bytes. There are other
limits for Java classfiles [17], so CoDeSe may generate multiple classes for the code that deserializes one (large) object
graph. CoDeSe appropriately adds hierarchical calls to all
the methods from all the classes that it generates. While
splitting each phase into multiple methods (or classes) is
necessary for larger object graphs, such splitting could be
beneficial even when not required by size, because it allows
parallel execution of deserialization.

3.3

Parallel Deserialization

During deserialization, the object-creation phase has to
finish before the field-setting phase starts to ensure that all
objects are created before reference fields are set. While the
phases have to follow sequentially, the work within a phase
can be parallelized. Indeed, having code as the result of the
CoDeSe serialization, and especially having multiple methods for each phase, allows the opportunity to deploy multiple
threads to perform deserialization.1 The maximum number of threads to be used in deserialization can be given as
the argument to CoDeSe serialization such that it splits the
work into enough methods even when not required by the
limits on method size. Our implementation of CoDeSe serialization splits the work such that each method creates/sets
approximately the same number of objects/fields.
Our implementation of CoDeSe deserialization uses the
standard java.util.Thread objects for parallel execution and
uses a java.util.concurrent.CyclicBarrier object for delineating the two phases. During each phase, each thread executes approximately the same number of methods, which
provides good load balancing.

3.4

Default and Literal Values

Having code as the result of serialization offers other opportunities for optimizations. Recall from Section 2 that
CoDeSe does not generate code to explicitly set the default
field values. In contrast, the standard Java deserialization
does unnecessarily set these values because it does not selectively avoid fields for some objects (although the private
writeObject/readObject methods can avoid fields for all objects of some type).
CoDeSe creates boxed primitive values and String objects
using literals and publicly available constructors (e.g., new
Integer(5) or new String("foo")). We experimented with
1
Note that parallelizing the traditional deserialization from
one sequence of bytes would be much harder, although one
can envision a new binary data format that encodes multiple
sequences of bytes, and for XML-based serialization formats
one can consider parallel parsing [37].

objects of these types and noticed significant performance
improvement when treating these types as a special case
instead of using the general sun.misc.Unsafe to create the
objects and set their fields. CoDeSe still preserves the aliasing such that all the references that point to the same object in the original object graph point to the same (newly
created) object in the restored object graph. Hence, it generates new String("foo") rather than just "foo". In other
words, CoDeSe restores an object graph isomorphic [14] to
the original object graph.

3.5 Non-default writeObject/readObject
The writeObject/readObject methods provided on streams
(as shown in figures 2(a) and 3(a)) by default serialize/deserialize all non-static, non-transient fields. SJL allows
classes to implement their private writeObject/readObject
methods that can select the fields to be written/read to/from
the stream. For example, the class java.util.TreeSet has
such private methods. This class implements a set using
red-black trees. While for illustrative purposes our running
example showed how to serialize an entire RBT object graph,
note that serializing a set does not require storing the entire
graph. Instead, one can only store and restore the elements
in the set (and not the nodes that contain elements), which
results in smaller stored data and restores the object at the
abstract level (the set with the same elements) but not necessarily at the concrete level (the same RBT structure).
Our current CoDeSe implementation supports the private
writeObject/readObject methods. If an object, say objs[i],
has such methods, CoDeSe serialization first collects the values written by objs[i].writeObject(...), and then in the
generated code, adds calls to objs[i].readObject(...) rather
than setting the field values for objs[i]. The parameter
that is given to the readObject call returns the values collected from the writeObject call, respecting the order in
which the values were written. Our initial CoDeSe prototype
did not support the private writeObject/readObject methods
and thus incorrectly restored some objects that depend on
hash values, which is an issue also discussed by XRTQ [41].

3.6 JNI
The default code generator in the CoDeSe library generates Java code that can be executed directly on any JVM
(which supports sun.misc.Unsafe or a similar class). We also
developed another code generator that generates native/C
code that can be executed through the Java Native Interface
(JNI). JNI [18] is an API that allows Java code to call to and
be called from native code, for example written in C. Our
JNI code generator produces the same set of Java classes as
the default code generator, and these classes have the same
set of methods, with one key difference: the methods have
no Java body, but their declarations include the native modifier. For each Java class, our JNI code generator produces
the corresponding native code that implements the methods
from the class. These methods create objects and set field
values through the standard JNI functions, such as NewObject and SetObjectField. While the Java code generated by
the default code generator can easily be moved from one environment to another (e.g., an object graph is serialized on
one computer and restored on another computer with the
same JVM), the native code generated by the JNI code generator is not as portable because it is platform dependent.

3.7

Serialization

Our goal for CoDeSe is to make deserialization as fast as
possible. For that reason, we use a simple, unoptimized serialization in our current CoDeSe implementation. Our serialization traverses the object graph reachable from a given reference much like the standard Java serialization. However,
we implemented our own graph traversal rather than reusing
the existing, highly optimized traversal from java.io, because having our traversal made it easier to develop and
debug CoDeSe code generators. Our current CoDeSe serialization is usually a few times slower that the standard Java
serialization, but we surprisingly noticed several examples
when CoDeSe performs equally well or even much better
than Java due to the optimized treatment of default and
literal values in CoDeSe. Note that the direct goal of this
optimized treatment is to obtain faster deserialization, and
obtaining faster serialization is just a side benefit.
Our current CoDeSe serialization does not directly generate Java bytecode (or native code for the JNI code generator) but instead generates Java source code (or C code for
the JNI code generator). Generating source code allows easier debugging and is readable by the user (similarly to serializing to XML rather than to a binary data format [23,40]),
but it requires compilation. To estimate the benefit of directly generating Java bytecode, we wrote a code generator
specialized for RBT that generates bytecode and found that
it takes about the same time as generating source code but
removes the compilation time.
We leave it as the future work to implement a general code
generator that generates bytecode and to optimize CoDeSe
serialization further. Note, however, that there are numerous cases where a system with a slower serialization but a
faster deserialization is still better than system with a faster
serialization but a slower deserialization. First, consider the
scenario where an object graph is serialized (once) and deserialized (once or multiple times) in the same JVM run.
The overall running time can be smaller even if serialization
takes more time, as long as deserialization takes less time.
Second, serialization is not on the critical path for some
scenarios, e.g., when an object graph is serialized in one
JVM run but deserialized (much) later in different JVM
run(s). As one example, consider the XRTQ checkpointing
for debugging [41]. The most valuable asset in debugging is
programmer’s time, which is wasted when the programmer
idles waiting for the program. XRTQ reduces the idle time
by faster restoring the state of long-running Java programs.
XRTQ uses serialization to capture (a part of) the Java heap
at program points where the programmer expects to restore
the state. While the state is captured in one JVM run, the
programmer can interactively restore the state in many runs.
The delay from when the state is captured to when it is first
restored can be large, e.g., overnight. In such a scenario, a
system can use the fastest possible serialization to on-line
capture the state (potentially generating data rather than
code as the serialization format), and then off-line transform the captured state to the format that allows the fastest
possible deserialization. In fact, CoDeSe implementation already supports off-line transformation from stored data to
stored code: one can use the standard Java ObjectInputStream to restore an object graph from a serialized file and
then serialize this graph using CodeseOutputStream.
As another example of non-critical serialization, consider
OCAT [16], which uses captured objects in test generation
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and execution. There is a big delay between generating a
unit test (once) and re-executing it for regression testing
(many times). During that delay, one can transform the
XML files generated by OCAT into code whose execution
can restore the captured objects much faster than XML
parsing. In fact, our experiments in Section 4 use some
XML files directly taken from the OCAT experiments and
transform these files into the code generated by CoDeSe.

4. EVALUATION
We performed a number of experiments to compare deserialization time when using the standard Java library and our
CoDeSe implementation in several modes. The comparison
also includes CoDeSe that generates JNI code (Section 4.5).
First, we describe our experimental setup, including the object graphs on which we performed the experiments. Then,
we discuss the timing results. All experiments were performed on a machine with a 4-core Intel Xeon 2.13GHz
processor and 4GB of main memory, running Linux version 2.6.18, and Java HotSpot 64-Bit Server VM, version

X10K

While CoDeSe supports a large number of features offered by the standard Java serialization—including object
streams, default serialization with the Serializable interface, and specialized serialization with private writeObject
methods—CoDeSe currently does not support two features:
specialized serialization with replaceObject/putFields and
class evolution. The ObjectOutputStream class offers methods
replaceObject (to allow trusted subclasses to replace some of
the objects encountered during serialization) and putFields
(to operate on the object that buffers fields to be written to
the stream), but these methods are rarely used.
The standard library supports class evolution with a special field serialVersionUID that can be added to classes that
implement Serializable to encode their version. The field
is used to check the version of the class before loading it.
If a class is evolved by adding/removing some fields, objects serialized with an old version of the class may still be
deserialized with the new version of the class. CoDeSe cannot easily support full class evolution, although it supports
one special case (if a class is evolved by only adding new
fields at the end of the list of instance fields, and deserialization should set those new fields to their default values).
To support full class evolution would require rewriting the
code that CoDeSe generated, e.g., to change/remove/add
some field assignments/offsets in the setFields methods as
in Figure 3(b). In our intended uses of CoDeSe for testing,
model checking, and debugging, evolution is not a big issue
as (largely) the same code is run multiple times, with no
(big) changes in class declarations. For other uses of serialization, where classes can have bigger changes, e.g., persisting objects in databases and using them much later, one
would use serialization based on stored data and not stored
code.
The current CoDeSe implementation increases memory
consumption in a JVM, because all the classes used for deserialization remain in the JVM until it terminates. A JVM
can unload a class only if its ClassLoader becomes unreachable [11]. To reduce memory consumption for CoDeSe would
thus require writing a special class loader that would allow
unloading the classes that are not needed in the future deserializations. We leave writing a class loader as future work.
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Figure 4: Statistics for non-RBT object graphs.

1.6.0 10. (We have obtained similar results, although somewhat smaller speedup, using IBM J9 VM, version 1.6.0.)
Our basic experiments disable bytecode verification because
CoDeSe is intended to be used in scenarios where its code
is trusted. Next, we discuss the result if the bytecode verification is enabled. Finally, we present the size of serialized
object graphs.

4.1

Experimental Setup

We use three kinds of object graphs in our evaluation,
one kind based on our running example and two kinds with
states captured during the execution of real applications.
First, we use RBT object graphs similar to the example from
Section 2 but with trees of different sizes, denoted RBT N
for N nodes. We create each tree by repeatedly calling a put
method to insert N random values into the tree. Second,
we use 15 object graphs from the OCAT experiments [16],
provided to us by the OCAT authors. OCAT is a testing
tool that captures graphs from actual executions, and we
use five graphs each from executions of Apache Commons
Collection, Apache Commons Math, and AspectJ. Third,
we use five graphs from the same scenario as in the XRTQ
study [41] that showed how deserializing the state of a compiler can be faster than re-executing the compiler from the
beginning (with loading sources, parsing, etc.). Since the
XRTQ infrastructure was not available to us, we used the
X10K compiler, developed in our group, which translates
X10 programs [36] to the K notation [35]. We ran X10K
on several sample programs from the X10 distribution and
on the X10 runtime, and captured the abstract syntax trees
from X10K as object graphs.
Each object graph was serialized into two files, one using
the Java format and one using the CoDeSe format. Figure 4 shows for each graph the number of objects, reference
field assignments, and primitive field assignments generated
by CoDeSe. (Note that some graphs seemingly have fewer
references than objects, which would imply that they are
disconnected, but in fact they use the private writeObject
method for connecting these objects.) To be able to serialize and deserialize certain objects with the standard Java
library, we first had to change the classfiles for those ob-
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Figure 5: Comparison of SJL and CoDeSe for a number of deserializations, and comparison of CoDeSe for a
number of threads. Speedup is ratio of times in milliseconds.
jects to implement java.io.Serializable. CoDeSe, like some
Java-to-XML serialization libraries [23, 40], does not require
that classes implement Serializable.
We wrote a small driver program that invokes deserialization from a given stream one or more times, and measures
the execution time. Recall from the introduction that there
are two general patterns for deserialization: (1) the same
state is deserialized multiple times in one JVM run (typically for testing, e.g., in OCAT), or (2) one state is deserialized only once in a JVM run (typically for debugging,
e.g., in XRTQ). The first deserialization for both Java and
CoDeSe loads the stored information (data in case of Java,
and code in case of CoDeSe) from a file, i.e., the underlying stream is a (buffered) FileInputStream. For CoDeSe, the
driver need not do anything special for multiple deserializations; it only calls the same readObject to execute multiple
times. For Java, however, we can improve the performance
when we expect multiple deserializations. Indeed, our driver
does not load the file multiple times but instead loads the
file content only once and puts it into a ByteArrayInputStream such that all deserializations call readObject on this
underlying stream (calling the reset method between deserializations). Finally, the driver measures the execution time
of the appropriate readObject calls.
We point out that although each of our experiments explicitly deserializes only one object graph per execution,
some of these graphs consist of many classes and their experiments effectively deserialize a number of different, smaller
graphs in one execution. In particular, CommathDir, BinHeapDir, and BcelCodeDir include a number of graphs that

represent different objects, many of them of different types.
To increase confidence in the correctness of our implementation, we checked it as follows. Each graph was serialized
using (1) SJL and (2) CoDeSe. Then, we deserialized the
graph (2) using CoDeSe and serialized it again using (3) SJL.
Finally, we compared files (1) and (3).

4.2

SJL vs. CoDeSe

Figure 5 shows a comparison of deserialization times using
the Java library and the CoDeSe library. For each graph, we
tabulate the time to deserialize it once (columns 2-3), twice
(9-10), and ten times (12-13). The time is given in milliseconds. The columns 4, 11, and 14 show the speedup that
CoDeSe achieves over SJL, computed as the ratio of deserialization times. CoDeSe sped up deserialization in all cases,
although the graph characteristics differ (sizes ranging from
small to large, and the type of fields as shown in Figure 4),
and the number of deserializations ranges from one to ten.
Section 4.4 discusses even larger number of deserializations
for some graphs.
It is also interesting to point out that, for both SJL and
CoDeSe, the deserialization time often scales super-linearly
with respect to both the graph size and the number of deserializations. For example, consider the cases of RBT 1000 and
RBT 10000 for #deserializations=1. Although the graph is
ten times larger, the deserialization time went up only about
three times (for both SJL and CoDeSe). As another example, consider RBT 1000 for #deserializations=1 and #deserializations=10. Although the number of deserializations
went up ten times, the deserializations time went up only
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Figure 6: Deserialization time (cumulative value) for RBT with 100 nodes with respect to the number of
deserializations when the number ranges (a) from 1 to 100, and (b) from 1 to 100000.
about two times (for both SJL and CoDeSe). These results
are the consequence of startup costs (loading data or class
files, initializing classes, etc.) but also of JIT compilation as
discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3 Parallel Deserialization
Recall from Section 3.3 that the CoDeSe serialization format based on code allows a simple parallelization of deserialization. Figure 5 (columns 5-8) shows how the deserialization time changes with the increasing number of threads
used for deserialization. While there is some speedup, especially for larger graphs, the speedup is not nearly linear,
and in fact going even from two to three threads sometimes
results in a slowdown. (The machine on which we performed
experiments has four cores.)
Our inspection shows that one reason for slowdown (or
sub-linear speedup) is the overhead of creating threads and
synchronizing on barriers, as expected. However, an even
bigger reason is the CoDeSe phase for setting field values.
While the field-setting phase is data-parallel, the threads
read various parts of the same array that stores the objects
(objs) and write to fields of various objects. This affects
cache behavior because setting a large number of fields can
effectively sweep the cache, and setting values from different
threads can result in cache collisions. We leave it as future
work to further improve scalability of parallel deserialization, and to consider parallel serialization.

4.4 Large Number of Deserializations
In a typical usage scenario of CoDeSe, we expect that
an object graph be deserialized once or a relatively small
number of times (say, up to ten or at most a few dozen times)
in one JVM run. For that reason, Figure 5 shows up to ten
deserializations. Nevertheless, we considered what happens
if an object graph is deserialized a much larger number of
times, and we found some interesting results that apply even
for a small number of deserializations.
Figure 6 shows how deserialization time increases with the
number of deserializations. We show plots for RBT with 100
nodes; the results are similar for other graphs. As expected,
the time grows mostly linearly. However, both plots have a
visible “knee” points where the linear rate of growth switches

to a smaller value: Figure 6(a) has such a point for SJL and
about 20 deserializations, and Figure 6(b) has such a point
for CoDeSe and about 12000 deserializations. These are the
points where just-in-time (JIT) compilation has happened,
and the JVM optimized the code to run faster.
Typically a JVM optimizes a code unit, such as a method,
after the unit is executed some number of times. During SJL
deserialization, certain methods are repeatedly executed for
each object being created. Hence, these methods can reach
the threshold for JIT compilation with a relatively small
number of deserializations. In contrast, during CoDeSe deserialization, each method is executed only once. Hence,
these methods require a large number of deserializations to
reach the threshold for JIT compilation.
Note, however, that CoDeSe deserialization remains faster
than SJL deserialization for all numbers of deserializations,
although the SJL deserialization code is JIT compiled much
earlier than the CoDeSe deserialization code. In fact, the
relative speedup that CoDeSe provides over SJL typically
grows with the number of deserializations. It means that JIT
compilers can produce more efficient code from the CoDeSe
deserialization code than from the SJL deserialization code.
This is understandable because the CoDeSe deserialization
code is effectively a specialized version of the general SJL
deserialization code. The specialization is performed by
the CoDeSe code generator with respect to the given object graph; such an extensive specialization is unlikely to be
performed by a JIT compiler.
The implication for the realistic usage scenario with a
small number of deserializations is as follows. CoDeSe would
be even faster than SJL if JVMs supported saving and loading JIT-compiled code between runs. While most widely
used JVMs do not have any such support, IBM’s J9 does
have some support for loading ahead-of-time compiled code.

4.5

JNI

Recall from Section 4.5 that we developed a CoDeSe code
generator to output C code that uses the JNI interface to
create objects and set their fields. Figure 7(a) shows the deserialization time for JNI. For each graph, we tabulate the
time to deserialize it once, twice, and ten times. In all cases,
JNI was somewhat faster than SJL but much slower than
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Figure 7: (a) Deserialization time using JNI; (b) Deserialization time with bytecode verification; (c) Disk
space for serialized object graphs.

4.6 Bytecode Verification
While the C code we generated in our limit study broke
the JNI abstraction, the Java code that CoDeSe generates
is always valid Java code. CoDeSe does not require any
changes to JVM and works on top of any JVM that provides sun.misc.Unsafe or a similar class. However, when a
JVM loads the code generated by CoDeSe, the JVM would
still perform the regular bytecode verification that JVM performs to check validity of loaded code [11]. Because we assume that CoDeSe is used in a testing or debugging scenario
where the CoDeSe code is trusted, we disabled bytecode
verification by loading CoDeSe generated code through the
bootclasspath rather than the usual classpath. Figure 7(b)
shows the deserialization times that would be obtained with
bytecode verification enabled, and the speedup provided by
disabling bytecode verification. (The speedup is computed
as the ratio of appropriate times from figures 7 (b) and
5.) While CoDeSe with bytecode verification is slower than
without verification, it is still sometimes faster than SJL.

4.7 Space for Serialized Representation
The key metric for fast deserialization is the time needed
to recreate object graphs from the serialized representation,
but we also discuss the space needed to store the serial-
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the default CoDeSe that generates Java code (see Figure 5
for comparison). We find that JNI is slower than CoDeSe
because our C code properly uses the JNI function calls to
communicate with the JVM, and these calls are reported
to have a large overhead [18]. These JNI function calls preclude many compiler optimizations on the generated C code.
Moreover, JNI code is compiled statically and not further
JIT optimized by the JVM. In fact, looking back at Figure 6, we see that while JNI is faster than SJL for a smaller
number of deserializations, JNI becomes slower for a larger
number because the SJL code gets JIT compiled.
We performed a small limit study to see how fast the C
code could get if it did not use the JNI abstraction but
rather directly accessed the internals of JVM. For example,
instead of using the JNI function SetObjectField to set some
field value, our manually optimized C code directly manipulates the C pointers that point to the JVM representation
of Java objects. Effectively, we inlined SetObjectField calls,
breaking the abstraction but allowing many compiler optimizations on the C code. Our highly optimized code indeed
became much faster than JNI but still not as fast as the JIT
compiled Java bytecode from CoDeSe. This result attests
to the very high quality of JIT compilers in modern JVMs.
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Figure 8: Disk space for serialized object graphs.
ized representation. Figures 7 (c) and 8 show how much
disk space is required to store (1) data for SJL serialization,
(2) bytecode for the default CoDeSe code generator that
produces Java, and (3) (only for RBT) native code for the
CoDeSe code generator that produces C. We can see that
CoDeSe requires several times more space than Java, and
JNI requires even more than the default CoDeSe. While
the increased space requirement of CoDeSe over SJL could
be an important issue for storing many states or for sending the states over the network, it is not a significant issue
for our intended scenarios of testing and debugging. Note
that, although CoDeSe requires more disk space and thus
has a higher loading time for the first deserialization than
SJL, CoDeSe still has smaller overall time than SJL even
for the first deserialization (and even more so for multiple
deserializations in one JVM run).

5.

RELATED WORK

Work related to CoDeSe can be split in three groups: optimizing serialization/deserialization, defining format to represent serialized object graphs, and using serialization/deserialization in testing techniques and tools.
Kamin et al. [3, 24] were the first to deploy run-time code
generation to optimize serialization. Their approach gener-

ates a specialized version of the serialization method for a
class C when the serialization is first performed on an object
of type C, and later uses this specialized version when another object of type C is serialized. Mesquita [29] follows the
same approach for Java, while Tansey and Tilevich [38] propose compile-time specialization for C++ version of MPI.
The specialized code in all these approaches still produces
data as the traditional serialization, whereas CoDeSe produces code. Effectively, all these approaches specialize the
serialization code with respect to the types of the objects being serialized such that serialization generates stored data
faster. In contrast, CoDeSe specializes the deserialization
code with respect to the values in the objects being serialized such that deserialization restores the state faster.
Abu-Ghazaleh et al. introduced concepts of differential
serialization [2] and deserialization [1] to optimize SOAP
performance. The basic idea behind these techniques is to
avoid full serialization/deserialization of each message and
instead to serialize/deserialize just the parts of the message
that differ from the previous message that has been sent/received. These techniques showed significant speedup when
consecutive messages are similar but unfortunately had a
large overhead when messages are dissimilar. CoDeSe does
not consider any similarity among consecutive states and
speeds up deserialization over the standard Java library both
when states are similar and dissimilar.
Increase in the amount of data being transfered over the
networks has led to the development of several protocols
that target performance improvement of the data transfer.
Two widely used protocols are Google Protocol Buffers [34]
and Apache Avro [5]. Both protocols are based on the same
principles—statically generate code that serializes/deserializes data to/from different type of streams and remove the
meta information from the serialized representation. The
user is responsible to specify the format of serialized object
graph in a domain specific language (DSL). These protocols are able to generate code in different programming languages from the same DSL. Removing the meta information
reduces the size of the serialized object graphs. In addition,
Protocol Buffers does not include null values, but CoDeSe
also does not include default value even for primitive fields.
In contrast to CoDeSe, these protocols require the user to
provide a DSL description of the format used for serialized
graphs, which can be a non-trivial task. While these protocols focus on the message size for transfer over the network,
our primary focus is fast deserialization for applications that
deserialize the state once or multiple times.
XStream [40] is a Java library similar to the standard
java.io serialization/deserialization, but XStream stores the
state of the program in the XML format rather than binary.
Also, it offers a more flexible API and does not require the
classes to be serialized to implement the Serializable interface. Similar to XStream, JSX [23] is another library for
Java that serializes the object states to the XML format. In
contrast to these libraries, CoDeSe specifies a new format
for serialized object graphs based on executable code. Also,
the default CoDeSe code generator that outputs Java source
code is as readable as XML file.
JSON [22] is a text-based approach, subset of JavaScript
syntax, for data interchange that can be seen as an alternative to XML. As opposed to XML that has to be parsed,
JSON file can be directly loaded (without parsing, using
eval) into JavaScript code. The key issue is that JSON

standard does not support object references. An available
extension [7] that does support references performs parsing
of the file, similar to XStream approach for XML. CoDeSe
supports references and does not require parsing.
As mentioned in the introduction, many testing techniques
use serialization and deserialization. Throughout the paper we already described parts of several techniques such as
OCAT [16], XRQT [41], and JPF [39]. We next describe
several other techniques.
Elbaum et al. [8, 9, 19], Kumar and Baar [25], and Orso et
al. [20, 31] propose techniques that use serialization and deserialization for building unit tests from system tests. Their
techniques capture interaction between modules during the
execution of system tests to later replay for unit tests. Their
capture/replay phases use serialization/deserialization for
selected parts of the program state. Some techniques use
XStream [40] extended to serialize/deserialize static fields.
CoDeSe, as SJL and XStream, currently does not serialize/deserialize static fields. However, adding this extension
to CoDeSe would be easy.
Artzi et al. [4] and Leitner et al. [26,27] propose techniques
that generate tests that reproduce system failures after the
system crashes. ReCrash [4] proceeds in two phases: monitoring and test generation. In the monitoring phase, the
techniques keep information about methods being called and
arguments that were passed to these methods. If the system
crashes, it uses these “stacks” of method calls to generate
test methods for each test in the “stack”. To reinvoke the
method, it restores the state of the arguments and the receiver. Rather than capturing the pre-state at the method
entry, similar results can be obtained by capturing the state
at the point of the crash but then restoring this state as the
pre-state at the method entry [27]. Luo et al. [28] extend
ReCrash for multithreaded code. All these techniques involve deserializing Java states and could benefit from faster
deserialization provided by CoDeSe.
Barnat et al. [6] describe efficient model checking of the
applications that require large amount of states which cannot be stored in the main memory. In these cases, the states
are written to external memories and restored when they are
needed. CoDeSe could be used to speed up deserialization
of the states.
Hruba et al. [13] explore the use of bounded-model checking to enable self healing. The exploration is performed after
the suspicious state is detected. The recorded state has to
be reconstructed in the model checking tool to enable the exploration. Although they use re-execution to reconstruct the
state, storing/restoring through serialization/deserialization
is an alternative, and CoDeSe could speed up deserialization.

6.

CONCLUSION

We proposed CoDeSe as a novel format for representing serialized object graphs that can substantially improve
the performance of deserialization. Unlike the existing approaches, which use a format based on data to represent serialized object graph, CoDeSe uses a format based on code.
During serialization, CoDeSe generates code whose execution restores the state, and deserialization is simply the execution of this code. We implemented CoDeSe in Java and
performed a number of experiments, including with states
generated by real applications. CoDeSe provides on average
more than 6X speedup over the highly optimized deserialization from the standard Java library. Our new format also

allows a simple parallel deserialization that provides additional speedup over the sequential CoDeSe for larger states.
In the future we plan to explore more efficient parallel deserialization and serialization.
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